INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing a state of the art Laval Downhole Camera system from Laval
Underground Surveys, LLC. Since 1947 when Claude Laval took the first picture of the interior
of a water well, Laval Underground Surveys has been the world leader in downhole video
technology. We have strived for more than 60 years to dedicate ourselves to the advancement of
downhole technology and the satisfaction of our customers. We hope you find your system to be
of great use and know that you are of great importance to our company. Our customers are our
highest priority and should there be any questions, concerns, or service needs throughout the
ownership of your system, please do not hesitate to contact us. Our dedicated team of engineers
and staff are here to take your phone call and support your efforts.
Enclosed you will find the Operations Manual and I hope you will take a moment to read
through the manual to familiarize yourself with the equipment. The manual contains pertinent
information on all equipment manufactured by Laval Underground Surveys, LLC. It is
imperative that the proper safety protocols are followed as detailed in this manual to prevent
accidents, injury, and/or damage to the equipment.
Installed in your system are also components not manufactured by Laval Underground Surveys
but carefully tested and chosen by our engineers to be integrated into your system. This would
include such items as LCD Monitors, DVD Recorders, Video Titlers, Inverters, etc. For items
such as these, we have enclosed the manuals from their respective manufacturer. Please refer to
these manuals for in-depth specifications and operation information.
We thank you for your purchase and look forward to working with you for years to come!

Sincerely,

Garrett Jones
President
Laval Underground Surveys, LLC
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CAMERA CONNECTIONS & QUICK SETUP
GUIDE
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7 PIN CABLE Part# 100444
Winch

Control Unit

A__________White- Count_________________________A
B____________Red- 5VDC________________________B
C________________Green- Count__________________ C
D_________________Black-Ground_________________ D

UHF CONNECTOR

_____

Coaxial Shield

E

__________________Coaxial Center Conductor ___F
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OPTIONAL FORWARD VIEW LIGHTHEAD
SETUP
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CamLight Auxiliary Forward View Light Head
Removing Light Head
A “Dummy Plug” is provided with the Auxiliary Forward View
Light Head
DO NOT DISCARD “DUMMY PLUG”

Preparing camera for survey with Light Bar removed from camera
NOTE: “Dummy Plug” Must Be Installed
1. When removing the light bar remove the 4 Allen head screws holding the plastic cover
over the light bar power plug.
2. Remove the light bar connecting plug.
3. Install the “Dummy Plug” and replace the plastic cover with the Allen head screws
4. Loosen the bottom retaining collar and remove the collar from the housing
5. Disconnect the centering bands, loosen and remove center collar
6. Remove Light Bar from center collar and replace center collar on camera housing.
7. Properly store light bar to prevent damage
8. Tighten center collar and reinstall centering bands

The camera is ready for surveying without the forward view light head.
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INSTALLING CamLight AUXILIARY FORWARD
VIEW LIGHT HEAD
1. Remove Centering Bands and Centering Band Collars from camera housing
2. Slide Light Bar tube into groove in Centering Band Collar
3. Slide Center Collar with Light Bar onto Camera Housing
4. Secure Collar in position below side view light.
5. Install Bar Retaining Collar in front of the side view port and secure
6. Remove 4 Allen head screws holding plastic cover to camera housing
7. Remove the “Dummy Plug” and insert the light bar power plug
8. Replace Plastic cover and tighten Allen head screws
9. Adjust Light Bar to desired length and secure Light Bar with set screws on the two
collars

The camera is ready for surveying using Forward View Auxiliary Light Head
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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR
SYSTEM
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SURVEY PROCEDURE RECOMMENDATIONS
Though users of the system often develop their own survey methods, the following
recommendations may be of some value:
1. Before the camera is lowered into the downhole or well, the mechanical and
electronic counters should be reset to zero at some arbitrary reference point
relative to the camera housing and the top of the downhole or well.
2. Correct operation of the DVD should be verified by recording the first 10 feet
(3m) of the inspection run and playing the tape back before proceeding.
3. Often a layer of oil will be encountered on top of the water surface, especially
when inspecting oil lubricating pump well casings. If oil is anticipated, the
outside of the angled viewing ports and the lamp cover on the lighthead must be
soaped liberally with liquid detergent.
The camera visibility will be restricted out of water, but once the oil layer is
penetrated, the detergent may be washed off the viewing ports by pulling the
camera up and down vigorously. This is best accomplished by manually pulling
up and down on the cable at the top surface until the monitor picture clears. The
oil should be wiped from the cable when pulling it up and the equipment
cleaned with solvent.
4. If using a winch that has a clutch, care should be taken not to accidentally
disengage the winch clutch when lowering or raising the camera. This will cause
a free-fall which can be stopped by applying the brake on the winch. The clutch
should be re-engaged only after the drum stops or is slowed to a low speed.
5. At least ten wraps should always be left on the drum at maximum depths to
keep the cable from tearing loose from the drum.
6. Due to the design of reset type mechanical counters, a difference between the
mechanical and electronic (monitor display) counts may appear when pulling
OUT of the hole, especially during high speed returns.
7. If the camera is operated in saltwater, all exterior surfaces of the housing,
cablehead, and lighthead should be thoroughly cleaned immediately after being
pulled out of the downhole well.
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OPERATING NOTES AND PRECAUTIONS
1. NEVER connect or disconnect the camera or lighthead with the control unit
power switch ON.
2. If using an inverter, DO NOT start the vehicle engine if the inverter switch
is ON.
3. If using an inverter, DO NOT allow the DC input to the inverter to drop
below 11 volts or exceed 14 volts.
4. When using a DVDR, the following four items must be completed before
a recording can be made:
a) DVDR power switch turned ON
b) DVD installed
c) RECORD button turned ON
d) Input selector switch on Input 1
5. Remember that any time the control unit switch is OFF or power is lost to the
system, the footage numbers count, displayed on the monitor, will be lost.
6. DO NOT lodge the camera in a crooked or bent casing or use the ROTATION
function in such a situation.
7. DO NOT hit the bottom of the downhole or well with the camera.
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SUGGESTED PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
• POST OPERATION
− PRIOR TO REMOVAL FROM CABLEHEAD, WASH CAMERA WITH
A LOW PRESSURE SPRAYER (GARDEN TYPE) AND WIPE DOWN.
− REMOVE LIGHTHEAD AND CHECK O-RING CONDITION AND ORING SEAL AREA FOR CLEANLINESS
− REMOVE CAMERA FROM CABLEHEAD AND PRESSURE
HOUSING. CHECK O-RING CONDITION AND O-RING SEAL AREA
FOR CLEANLINESS
− CHECK CABLEHEAD O-RING CONDITION AND O-RING SEAL
AREA FOR CLEANLINESS
• STORAGE
− STORE CAMERA IN A DRY CARRYING CASE (IF AVAILABLE
PLACE DESICCANT BAGS IN CASE WITH CAMERA)
− STORE LIGHTHEADS TO ALLOW AIR DRYING (SCREW ON LAMP
COVER LOOSELY TO ALLOW AIR FLOW FOR DRYING)
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CU500, CONTROL UNIT OPERATION
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CONTROL UNIT MODEL CU500
The control unit and monitor are mounted in standard 19” panels or optional
cabinets and contain all of the necessary electronics and controls to operate the video and
camera controls.
The front panel controls on the control unit are shown in Figure 1.3. The ON-OFF
switch (Fig.1.3, No. 2) routes power to the camera and lighthead when switched to the
ON position. A pilot light (Fig. 1.3, No.1) indicates when power is on to the lights and
camera.
KEY: CU500 CONTROL UNIT
Front and Rear Panels
1. Power Indicator Light
2. Power ON/OFF Switch
3. MODE Button for Calibrating and Programming the Footage Counter
4. RESET, Reset on the Onscreen Depth Display to 0
5. PRESET UP, Manually adjust the onscreen count when in the Preset Mode
6. PRESET DOWN, Manually adjust the onscreen count when in the Preset Mode
7. CAMERA CURRENT, LCD Display for Camera Amperage
8. JOYSTIC COMMUNICATIONS, Joystic Connection Port for Camera Functions
9. CAMERA VOLTAGE, DV Voltage Display for Camera Voltage
10. +12 VOLTS, Voltage Indicator for 12VDC in the Control Unit
11. -12 VOLTS, Voltage Indicator for -12VDC in the Control Unit
12. +5 VOLTS, Voltage Indicator for 5VDC in the Control Unit
13. CAMERA VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT, Camera Voltage Adjustment Knob
14. AC INPUT 5 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER
15. DC OUTPUT 3 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER
16. AC VOLTAGE INPUT
17. FAN FOR COOLING CONTROL UNIT
18. 7 Pin Control Cable Connector, Carries Video, Voltage, Functions, and Encoder
19. BNC CONNECTOR, Video Output from Control Unit
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The major components contained within the control unit include a high voltage
power supply that provides 125-150 volts variable DC for operating the Camera and a
smaller power supply that provides ±12V DC and +5V DC from the 115 V AC input.
That power supply monitored by control lights 10, 11 and 12.
NOTE:

Though variable camera voltage is used to operate the camera. The camera
Voltage should never read less than 145 VDC

One plug-in printed circuit board is located in the control unit. The video board
processes the video output from the camera and directs a composite video signal to the
monitor. The board is powered by the low voltage power supply. This board also serves
as the electronic footage counter system and it is also powered by the low voltage power
supply. It functions to convert impulses from the winch-mounted encoder into the footage
figures displayed on the monitor transposed onto the video from the camera. The footage
count is continuously displayed and counts forward when the camera is lowered and
counts backward when the camera is raised. The reset button (Fig. 1.3, No. 4) sets the
displayed count to zero (0000) any time it is depressed.
An AC plug socket (Fig. 1.3, No. 16) and a 3 amp rated circuit breaker (Fig. 1.3,
No. 14) for the AC input are located on the rear of the control unit (Figure 1.3). The DC
high voltage circuit breakers are in Fig. 1.3, No. 15. The reel connector (Fig. 1.3, No. 18)
is a standard MS type connector for the cable between the control unit and the winch. The
cable carries video, power, and the footage encoder signals between the control unit and
the winch.
The video output connector (Fig. 1.3, No. 19) is used to connect the monitor or a
DVD recorder to the control unit.
USING THE CONTROL UNIT LCD METERS
(See Figure 1.3)
The CAMERA VOLTAGE position shows the voltage to the camera. This voltage
level is also determined by the position of the CAMERA VOLTAGE control on the front
of the control unit. If camera voltage reads 0 check the circuit breakers in the back of the
control unit and check for a short in the system.
In the CAMERA CURRENT position, the meter reads the amperage being drawn
by the camera and lighthead. A meter reading of 1.999 would indicate a short circuit at
some point in the system. When the amp meter reads 0 the DC circuit breaker must be
checked.
If any trouble with the system is encountered, the meter readings on both LCD
Displays should be noted prior to shutting the system down to aid in trouble-shooting.
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Also note whether a footage number is being displayed on the video monitor screen
before turning the system OFF.
LCD MONITORS*
Laval Underground Surveys supplies a commercial-quality LCD monitor. For
Monitor instructions for use and further monitor details please refer to the manufacturer’s
manual attached in the addendum.
*Specific features may vary depending on the monitor model supplied with your system.
DVDR
For usage instructions and DVDR Specifications please see the DVDR manual attached
as an addendum to this manual.
VIDEO TITLER
For usage instructions and Specifications please see the Video Titler manual attached as
an addendum to this manual.
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LAVAL DRAW WORKS
WINCH INSTRUCTIONS
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MODEL 25/40 WINCH
(See Figures W-1, W-2, W-3, & W-4)
GENERAL INFORMATION & CAUTIONS
The custom winch supplied by Laval Underground Surveys (LUS) is
manufactured for operating LUS video camera systems in waterwells, boreholes, etc. The
winch is driven by a low speed, high torque hydraulic or electric (optional) motor.
Sources of hydraulic pressure typically include the vehicle power steering pump or a fan
belt driven pump. Electric motor power sources for winch operation are 120V 60 cycle
AC (or 220V 50 cycle AC) or an AC generator.
Winch speed and direction are controlled by a 3-way directional valve with a
hydraulic motor or a variable speed controller with an electric motor, located near the
control station. A manually operated dog clutch engages and disengages the winch drive.
A hand-operated, mechanical caliper brake for the cable spool is mounted on the winch
frame. (Also see section A1.5.2 Brake Cable Adjustment.)
CAUTION: NEVER operate the power winch without the cable spool safety
shield in place.
WINCH ARMORED CABLE
The winch cable supplies power to the camera and lights, conducts video signals
from the camera, and provides the means for lowering and raising the camera head
assembly in downhole operations.
The cable is about ¼ inch in diameter and has a working strength of over 5,000
pounds. The inner coaxial conductor cable is specifically designed to carry the video
signal over long distances. The outer armor has an inner wrap of high-tensile steel wires
and an outer wrap of wires wound in the opposite direction to decrease the tendency of
the cable to twist.
The camera end of the cable has a waterproof connector that fits into the camera
housing. The winch end of the cable connects to an electrical slip-ring assembly on the
winch spool shaft.
CAUTION: NEVER allow the cable to have less than one and one-half (1 1/2)
layers on the spool. The cable at the slip-ring end is not anchored to the spool, of course,
and it might tear free or become damaged if pulled or strained.
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Winch Cable & Spool

Figure W-1

ELECTRICAL SLIP-RING
The electrical slip-ring assembly transfers power and video signals to and from the
winch cable through a 7-pin MS-type connector mounted in the winch chassis.
CAUTION: DO NOT attempt to disassemble the slip-ring assembly. It is factory
sealed and watertight. If a problem with the slip-ring is suspected, contact Laval
Underground Surveys.
CABLE-METERING SHEAVE
A cable-metering sheave travels back and forth on a lead screw to level-wind the
cable onto the spool. The sheave drives an electronic encoder that provides input for the
footage counter display on the monitor. A mechanical counter is attached to the encoder
to back up the electronic count. (Also see section A1.5.4 Cable Footage Calibration.)
NOTE: After individual use, the cable windings will not look or lay the same as
they did when the unit was delivered from the factory. This is normal and
expected. It does not affect the proper working of the cable or winch.
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KEY: LUS MODEL 25/40 WINCH, FIGURE W-2
1. Dog Clutch Handle
2. Encoder Assembly
3. Brake Handle
4. Counter Assembly
5. Counter-sheave
6. Cable Spool Shield
7. Cable Spool
8. Dog Clutch
9. Gearbox
10. DC Motor
11. Level-wind Adjustment Knob
12. Slip-ring Assembly
13. Slip-ring Connector
14. 7-pin Connector
15. Brake Calipers
16. Brake Cable Sleeve
17. Brake Adjustment Nut
18. Brake Arm (Actuator)
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Key: LUS MODEL 25/40 WINCH COUNTER-SHEAVE ASSEMBLY
FIGURE W-3 (ADJUSTMENTS)
1. Encoder Assembly
2. Encoder Sprocket
3. Machine Screw (Adjustments)
4. Locking Nut
5. Bolt (Adjustment)
6. Pressure Rollers
7. Cable Guide Rollers
8. Counter-sheave
9. Small Knob
10. Level-wind Bearings
11. Level-wind
12. Counter-sheave Sprocket
13. Metal Keeper
14. Bracket
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ADJUSTMENTS
LEVEL-WIND ADJUSTMENT
(See Figure W-3)
If cable windings become uneven, gapped, or bunched, the level-wind countersheave assembly should be adjusted. The metal adjustment knob on the end of the levelwind axel engages and disengages to move the counter-sheave assembly back and forth.
To adjust the level-wind, pull and hold the adjustment knob out, then turn it to
move the counter-sheave assembly so that the level-wind trails (follows) the cable
windings on the spool. When correctly adjusted, the cable should lay, wrap by wrap,
without gaps, overlays, or bunching.
LEVEL-WIND KEY REPLACEMENT
(See Figure W-3)
With use, the level-wind brass key that tracks in the level-wind axel grooves will
eventually wear down. To replace the level-wind brass key:
1. Remove the ¼-20 bolt and the metal keeper holding in the small knob on
the front of the counter-sheave assembly.
2. Remove the small knob (Position #9 on Figure W-3).
3. Remove the inset screw in the small knob and take out the worn brass key.
4. Replace the old brass key with a duplicate key from Laval Underground
Surveys.
5. Re-insert and tighten the inset screw into the new brass key.
6. Re-engage the small knob and key, then secure them with the metal keeper and
bolt.
7. Check the travel direction of the level-wind, and insure it moves properly.
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BRAKE ADJUSTMENT
(SEE FIGURE W-3)
If necessary, it is possible to adjust the mechanical caliper brake by tightening or
loosening the adjusting nut on the level cam (actuator). The adjusting nut is slotted and
secured with a cotter pin.
To tighten or loosen the brake action, pull the cotter pin, turn the adjusting nut IN
to tighten the brake action or OUT to loosen the brake action. When properly adjusted,
replace the cotter pin to secure the adjusting nut.
MECHANICAL FOOTAGE CALIBRATION
(SEE FIGURE W-3 & W-4)
In waterwell and other downhole situations, a successful survey requires accurate
camera depth information. Actual cable footage should match the encoder footage
counter readout. If necessary, the two pressure rollers that hold the cable on the countersheave can be adjusted to calibrate or recalibrate the encoder footage counter to match a
known cable length.
1. Zero-out the mechanical footage counter to 00000 by turning the knob on the
end of the counter.
2. Turn the counter-sheave, by hand, backwards until all nines (99999) appear on
the counter.
3. Turn the counter-sheave forward until the nines go out of sight and zeros just
center on the counter. This sets the counter-sheave and the counter at the
beginning of the rotation count.
4. Use a marking pen to mark the counter-sheave into quadrants (90º, 180º, 270º,
360º) to facilitate calibration adjustment. Divide the upper quadrants into 15º
angles, if better visualization is desired.
5. Pull out, straighten, and measure off 100 feet (or 30 meters) of cable. Mark the
cable at each place with tape.
NOTE: Use a 100 foot (or 30 meter) tape measure, if possible. Using several
short-measurements to mark off the 100 feet (or 30 meters) will multiply
errors and throw off the calibration. Even an error of a few inches (or
centimeters) will cause an inaccurate calibration.
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6. Rewind the cable and place the first tape mark under the bolt between the two
pressure rollers.
7. Set the mechanical footage counter at 00000.
8. Draw the cable out again until the second tape mark appears beneath the bolt
between the two pressure rollers.
9. Check the mechanical footage counter. It should read 0100 (or 0030 if
measuring in meters). If it does, no calibration is necessary. STOP HERE.
If the counter reading does not match the cable length measures, adjustment of the
pressure rollers is necessary. CONTINUE.
If the mechanical footage counter reading is too low, the pressure rollers need to
be loosened on the counter-sheave. If the footage counter reading is too high, then the
pressure rollers need to be tightened.
10. To adjust the pressure rollers, loosen the bolt between them.
11. Turn the machine screw above the bolt to either tighten or loosen the
pressure rollers against the counter-sheave.
12. After adjusting, re-tighten the bolt between the pressure rollers.
13. Adjust the pressure rollers in this method until an accurate footage reading is
obtained, within an inch or two (or a centimeter).
NOTE: When the cable is re-wound, the counter may not show an accurate
reading because of the cable spiral effect or slippage.
14. Recalibrate whenever necessary.
ELECTRONIC DEPTH DISPLAY CALIBRATION AND OPERATION
Description: Depth information is added to the video in the control unit. Available
display are standard or metric. Generally, a 200 pulse optical encode is supplied with a
system.
The onscreen depth display is accessed via the MODE button which toggles through
various menus options to select the appropriate mode for operation and controls the setup
of the depth display. The counter may be preset or reset. The display may be moved up,
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down, left, or right. The counter is easily calibrated in the field. See Figure 1.3 for
location and description of controls.
Mode Button (selects mode, otherwise EXIT mode)

Normal
 Position  Preset  Standard  C
↑__________________________________________________↓
• The Mode Button cycles through the different modes or settings available and then
back to the beginning.
• On power-on the unit is in Normal mode (count mode) which is the beginning
state.
• In normal mode, the Reset Button is active and will clear the count to zero.
• In all other modes, the Mode Button exits the mode and returns the unit to Normal
mode initiating a save of settings if necessary.
MODES of OPERATION

Normal
Mode Button Mode
INC Button -DEC Button -Reset Button Clear Count

Position
Exit
INC
DEC
Home

Preset
Exit
INC
DEC
Clear

Standard
Exit
Toggle
---

Calibration
Exit
Set
Clear
Default

Normal Mode
• Unit is in counting mode.
• The Reset Button resets count to zero.
Position Mode
• This mode is used to set the position of the count to one of five positions on the
screen.
• The INC & DEC Buttons move the position.
• The Reset Button returns position to top left.
• The Mode Button exits this mode, returns mode to Normal, and initiates a save.
Preset Mode
• This mode is used to preset the count to a value.
• The INC & DEC Buttons Increment or Decrement the count.
• The Reset Button clears the count.
• The Mode Button exits this mode, returns mode to Normal, but does not initiate a
save.
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Standard Mode
• This mode is used to select the measured count’s standard as FEET or METERS.
• The INC Button toggles between the two standards.
• The Mode Button exits this mode, returns mode to Normal, and initiates a save.
Calibration Mode
• This mode is used to set the number of ticks from the optical encoder that will
equal one foot. The default is four counts per foot (the minimum) with 320 counts
per foot as the maximum.
• Upon entry of the calibration mode, the unit switches the Standard to feet and
displays a zero count of the optical ticks and a display of the counts per foot.
• The INC Button - A twenty-five (25) foot length of cable is then run through the
unit and when The INC Button is pressed, a new count per foot is calculated. If the
Mode Button is then pushed to exit, a save is initiated.
• The DEC Button clears the count per foot to allow another cable run to be done.
• The Reset Button sets the default count per foot (4). If The Mode Button is then
pushed to exit, a save is initiated.
• The Mode Button exits this mode, returns mode to Normal, but does not initiate a
save.
NOTE: VIDEO DEPTH DISPLAYED COUNTER IS PRESET AND CALIBRATED
AT THE FACTORY. DO NOT CALIBRATE. CALIBRATE ONLY IN THE EVENT
OF SYSTEM FAILURE.
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GENERAL WINCH MAINTENANCE
Periodic maintenance is necessary to keep the winch in good working order.
Visual inspection to check for hardware security and general overall condition is a good
practice.
NOTE: Bearings may bind if the grease becomes fouled with dirt or other
contaminates.
Check the following: (See Figures W-2, W-3, W-4)
1. Grease the drum bearings, periodically, with bearing grease.
2. The lead screw and guide bars must be cleaned and lubricated periodically.
3. Depending on the conditions and use, the chains should be serviced with chain
oil once a year.
SPEED REDUCER MAINTENANCE
(SEE FIGURES W-2, W-3, W-4)
The speed reducer requires no periodic maintenance, but occasional visual
inspections to check for hardware security, leakage, and general overall condition is a
good practice.
The speed reducer will accommodate sump temperatures from -10ºF to +200ºF
without modification.
CAUTION: Do not add or change the gearbox oil after the unit is broken-in.
Gearbox oil should only be changed when performing maintenance that requires
gearbox disassembly.
IMPORTANT: If the gearbox oil should ever need changing use only Mobil SHC
634 (not Mobilgear 634), which is specially formulated for extremely long life.
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HYDRAULIC POWER SYSTEMS FOR WINCHES
(See Figures E-1 and E-2)
Laval Underground Surveys (LUS) designs and installs custom-made hydraulic
power systems (optional) for winch control in vehicles outfitted for operating its video
camera survey systems. The hydraulic power system for the winch is hooked into the
vehicle’s power steering system. The basic components are:
• Hydraulic Pump Kit
• Large capacity fluid reservoir
• Power Switch Located on the Dash Board
• Winch control valve (forward/reverse and flow speed)
• Pressure equalizing valve/Counter Balance Valve
• Hydraulic motor on the winch
Note: The vehicle engine and power steering system must be running to operate the
winch hydraulic power systems.
FLUID RESERVOIR
Hydraulic power systems are equipped with a large-capacity fluid reservoir that is
installed in the rear of the vehicle.
Caution: Always keep the fluid reservoir filled to the level of the screen.

Hydraulic Pump Power Switch
The Power Switch to turn on the hydraulic pump is located on the dashboard near
the steering column. There is a red LED that indicates when the pump is turned on.
Caution: Always make sure that the hydraulic pump is off before driving the vehicle. DO
NOT operate the vehicle if the selector valve control knob is pulled OUT or UP.

WINCH CONTROL VALVE
The winch control valve combines forward and reverse drive with variable speed
control. The control lever is mounted in the console counter where the system operator
sits. The winch drive is easily controlled.
When the control level is STRAIGHT UP, the winch drive is in NEUTRAL.
When the control lever is pushed FORWARD, the winch drive moves FORWARD,
letting the cable out. When the control lever is pulled BACK, the winch drive moves in
REVERSE, winding cable back.
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The speed of forward or reverse winch drive is variable. It is controlled by the
distance the control lever is moved from the neutral position. The father the control lever
is moved from neutral, the faster the winch drives goes, whether forward or reverse.
Note: The control lever should be left in neutral when the hydraulic power system is not
being used and the survey is completed.
PRESSURE EQUALIZING VALVE
Hydraulic power systems designed for winches used in Laval Underground
Surveys’ video camera systems for downhole inspections have a pressure equalizing
valve between the selector control valve and the hydraulic motor on the winch. The
pressure equalizing valve prevents the hydraulic motor from free-wheeling or “creeping.”
Caution: The pressure equalizing valve is factory preset. DO NOT attempt to change the
setting. If a problem in the pressure equalizing valve is suspected, contact Laval
Underground Surveys for instructions.
HYDRAULIC MOTOR
Laval Underground Surveys installs a high quality hydraulic motor for winch
drive in its hydraulically powered systems for downhole video camera surveys.
Note: Consult the hydraulic motor operations manual for instructions and specifications.
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BOOM INFORMATION & OPERATION
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OVERHEAD BOOMS
GENERAL INFORMATION
LAVAL UNDERGROUND SURVEYS (LUS) custom manufactures and installs
adjustable booms in vehicles outfitted for operating its video camera survey systems. The
swing arm boom is mounted in the rear of the vehicle and extends through the roof. The
swing arm swivels 360º. When driving, the swing arm is secured pointing forward over
the roof of the vehicle. When used for survey work, the swing arm swivels out over the
back of the vehicle.
The swing arm boom has three (3) main parts; the stand, the swing arm, and the
extension arm. Two hand screws (one on the stand and one on the swing arm) make
adjustment easy. The hand screw on the stand allows the swing arm to swivel or be
locked down. The hand screw on the swing arm allows the extension arm to be extended
and locked down.
NOTE: The swing arm boom adjusts to extent from about 5 to 7 feet. However, optional
lengths are available on request.
OPERATION PROCEDURE
1. Back the vehicle to within 5 to 7 feet (about 2 meters) of the well or downhole
opening.
2. If tied down, untie the swing arm from the forward position over the vehicle roof.
3. Loosen hand screw on the stand.
4. Pull the swing arm around toward the well or downhole.
5. Tighten the hand screw on the stand.
6. Loosen the hand screw on the swing arm.
7. Pull out the extension arm until the end is directly over the well or downhole.
8. Tighten the hand screw on the swing arm.
9. Complete survey.
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SECURING THE OVERHEAD BOOM
After the survey is completed, the overhead boom should be secured forward, especially
for traveling. To secure the swing arm boom forward, follow this procedure:
1. Pull out enough cable to put the camera inside the rear of the vehicle. Use cable on
swing arm.
2. Loosen the hand screw on the swing arm.
3. Push the extension arm back into the swing arm as far as possible.
4. Tighten the swing arm hand screw to secure the extension.
5. Loosen the hand screw on the stand.
6. Swing and reposition the swing arm back over the roof of the vehicle.
7. Tighten the hand screw on the stand to secure the swing arm.
8. The swing arm may be tied down to better secure it.
WARNING: NEVER travel without securing the swing arm boom forward. Otherwise, it
may swing wildly causing accident or injury. Make sure the end of the swing arm boom
is well secured before driving the vehicle.
OVERHEAD BOOM CABLE SHEAVE
The cable travels on a pivoting sheave at the point where it enters the boom stand from
the winch. Check its operation before use.
NOTE: Clean and grease the sheave bearing as necessary to maintain smooth cable
operation.
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TELESCOPING BOOM
(See Figure C-1)
DESCRIPTION
Laval Underground Surveys (LUS) custom manufactures and installs adjustable
booms in vehicles outfitted for operating its video camera inspection systems. The
telescoping boom is mounted in the rear of the vehicle behind the rear doors. Three (3)
arms can telescope out of the boom stand. When secured for driving, the boom arms
stand upright, telescoped down. When used for survey work, the boom arms pivot down
and telescope out. Many angles and lengths are possible.
The entire telescoping boom assembly is mounted on a steel floor plate that pivots,
right or left. In addition, the boom arms also pivot, from zero (vertical) to 90º
(horizontal). The floor plate pivot locks down with a hand screw handle like that on a
bench vise. Loosen the handle and pivot the boom assembly as necessary. Lock down the
hand screw handle and the boom assembly is secured in place. The boom arms pivot
downward (from vertical to horizontal) by pulling a draw-pin on the side and then turning
the hand-cranked winch. Pre-drilled holes allow various preset angles to be used. Placing
the draw-pin through the holes secures the boom arms at the desired angle.
The telescoping boom arms can be extended in various combinations: one arms
extended, two arms extended, or all three arms extended, depending on the boom length
needed. Each arm (extension) has a draw-pin to secure it either extended or not extended.
OPERATION PROCEDURE
1. Back the vehicle to within 5 to 7 feet (about 2 meters) of the well or downhole.
2. Pivot the boom arms downward using the hand winch and secure them.
3. Loosen the hand screw handle on the floor plate and pivot the boom assembly toward
the well or downhole.
4. Tighten the hand screw handle to secure the floor plate in place.
5. Extend the telescoping boom arm(s) to the length necessary to reach the well or
downhole. Set the draw-pin(s).
6. Adjust the boom angle, if necessary.
7. Complete survey.
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Telescoping Boom, Figure C-1
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SECURING THE TELESCOPING BOOM
After the survey is completed, the telescoping boom should be secured; telescoped
down and set again upright, especially before driving.
1. Telescope down all boom arms and secure them with the draw-pins.
2. Stand the boom arms upright using the hand winch and secure them with the
boom stand draw-pin.
3. Make sure the floor plate hand screw handle is tightened down, securing the
floor plate.
WARNING: NEVER travel without securing the boom assembly. Otherwise, the
boom may swing or fall causing accident or injury.
TELESCOPING BOOM CABLE SHEAVES
The cable travels between sheave set at right angles (90º) to each other between
the power winch and the boom arms. Check their operation before use.
NOTE: Clean and grease the sheave bearings, as necessary, to maintain proper and
smooth cable operation.
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LAVAL UNDERGROUND SURVEYS
POWER ARCHITECTURE
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS & WINCHES
(SEE FIGURES D-1 AND D-2)
Laval Underground Surveys (LUS) designs and installs custom-manufactured
electrical power systems in vehicles outfitted for operating its video camera survey
systems. The DC motors and motor controllers of electrically powered winches are wired
into the electrical power system. The basic components are:
• an AC generator with a remote starter
• a safety relay box
• a circuit breaker box
• an electrical power strip
• a motor controller
• a DC motor on the winch
AC GENERATORS
Laval Underground Surveys supplies quality AC generators, either gasoline or
diesel powered, capable of 120V AC or 220V AC, 4.5 to 7 watts peak power output. Any
AC generator that is installed by LUS will produce electrical power sufficient for
powering the winch, the video camera system, and the vehicle heating or cooling—
whatever is necessary to meet the customer’s needs.
To meet design demands, three standard mounting options are used for AC
generators:
1. inside the vehicle
2. on rails (through the side of the vehicle)
3. on the vehicle roof (for flywheel auxiliary models with hydraulic pump drive)
CAUTION: Operators must closely follow the AC generator manufacturer’s
instructions and specifications to insure safe operation. Read the manual supplied
with the AC generator before starting and operating the AC generator.
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AC POWER CORD
The electrical system is also designed to use AC power directly, 120V AC or
220V AC, if a source is available. The power cord plugs into the safety relay box
mounted on the side of the vehicle.
CAUTION: Use only an approved or UL-listed AC power cord. Do not allow
the cord to get wet.
SAFETY RELAY BOX
The safety relay box is designed to automatically give priority to accepting AC
power from a direct power source. Power from the AC generator is accepted as
secondary. This protects the electrical system from accidental power overload.
CIRCUIT BREAKER BOX
The circuit breaker box has three (3) circuit breakers, minimum; one for the motor
controller, one for the electrical power strip, and one for the air conditioner. Other circuit
breakers are supplied as necessary to protect all components ordered with the entire
electrical system.
ELECTRICAL POWER STRIP
The electrical power strip has receptacles for providing power to the TV monitor,
camera, tape deck, video character generator, etc.
CAUTION: Read the specific manuals supplied with each component to learn
proper and safe operation.
MOTOR CONTROLLER
The motor controller converts 120V AC to 90V DC (maximum) or 220V AC to
180V DC (maximum) to power the DC winch motor.
WARNING: NEVER operate the motor controller or electrical system in an
explosive atmosphere (fumes, etc.).
The motor controller features a power ON/OFF switch, a power ON indicator
light, an AC line fuse, and adjustable speed control, and a Forward/Brake/Reverse
directional switch.
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MOTOR CONTROLLER OPERATION
To start and run the DC motor forward:
1. Set the motor controller directional switch to the Brake position.
2. Switch ON the AC power. Turn ON the motor controller power switch. Note
power ON indicator light.
3. Turn the directional switch to the Forward position.
4. Select motor speed on the adjustable speed control. Let the DC motor come up
to the speed set.
5. Adjust motor speed as necessary during the survey.
To reverse the DC motor while it is running:
1. Turn the motor controller directional switch to the Brake position.
Allow the DC motor to come to a complete STOP.
2. Turn the motor controller directional switch to Reverse. Let the motor come
back up to the speed selected.
To temporarily stop the DC motor:
1. Turn the motor controller directional switch to the Brake position. Let
the motor brake to a stop.
To turn the DC motor and the motor controller off:
1. Turn the motor controller directional switch to the Brake position. Let the DC
motor brake to a complete stop.
2. Turn OFF the motor controller ON/OFF power switch. Check indicator
light.
NOTE: Turning the power ON/OFF switch OFF without braking first will
cause the motor to coast to a stop instead, unless it is loaded.
3. AC power may now be shut off, if desired.
NOTE: For maintenance and troubleshooting information, consult the DC motor
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controller operations manual.
WARNING: Only a qualified electrician or engineer should perform electrical
maintenance or troubleshooting.
DC MOTOR
Laval Underground Surveys installs a quality DC motor to drive the winch for
horizontal and downhole video camera surveys. 90V DC or 180V DC, ¾ to 1 ½
horsepower, motors are available.
NOTE: Consult the DC motor operations manual for instructions and
specifications.
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CABLEHEAD REPLACEMENT
INSTRUCTIONS
PART #108352
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PREPARING THE CABLE HEAD
(See illustrations that follow)
Step 1) Cut cable and clean and wrap with electrical tape. Measure back 12 inches and
wrap with electrical tape.
Step 2) Cut off the outer armor at the 12-inch mark and discard strands.
Step 3) Measure back 10 inches and wrap with electrical tape.
Step 4) Position cone at the 10-inch mark. Place the cable in a bench vise so that the cone
flat end butts against the end of the vise jaws.
NOTE: See the pattern for threading wire through the cone holes; one wire, two
wires, two wires, two wires, one wire, etc. (12 holes, 21 wires.)
Step 5) Pull outer armor wires back over the cone and threat them through the wire holes,
following the pattern (1,2,2,2,1, etc.) Rotate assemble in the vise as you go.
Step 6) Pull wires tight, bend them over, and cut them off. Cut back the inner armor to
within ¼ inch of the cone.
CAUTION: When pulling and bending the wires, be careful not to pull the wires
through the side of the cone holes. The cone is brass.
Step 7) Trim back the plastic covering on the center wire to within one inch of the cone.
CAUTION: DO NOT cut the copper shielding under the plastic covering.
Step 8) Measure the joy plug and its cord, then cut the center conductor so that an overall
length of 13 ¼ inches measure from the cone to the end of the joy plug.
CAUTION: DO NOT cut the copper shield yet.
Step 9) Slide the stinger over the cone. Solder the center conductor to the joy plug wire.
Step 10) Apply silicone rubber to the solder joint and to the place where the copper
shield extends from under the plastic, wire covering.
CAUTION: DO NOT cut the copper shield.
Step 11) Wrap the wire with electrical tape from the cone to beyond the solder joint, back
and forth. Leave the copper shield hanging out between wraps, as shown.
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Step 12) Apply silicone rubber over the electrical tape.
Step 13) Wrap once again with electrical tape, leaving the copper shield hanging out, as
before.
NOTE: If the contact sub requires assembly, complete steps 14-16. If the
contact sub is already assembled, with its UHF connector, skip to Step 17.
Step 14) Make sure the O-ring is on behind the bulkhead connector, then solder 5
inches of wire to the connector wire. Enclose the solder joint in silicone rubber
and shrink tubing.
Strip, twist, and tin one inch on the end of the wire.
Step 15) Tighten the bulkhead connector into the contact sub to 6 inch pounds of torque.
CAUTION: DO NOT over tighten.
Make sure O-rings are in place (two-#211).
Step 16) Screw on UHF connector. Solder wire to UHF connector pin. Cut off excess
wire.
Step 17) Slip tapered washer and cable head body on cable. Attach body to stinger. Cut
copper shield to the length to reach sub. Solder lug on copper shield.
Step 18) Attach joy plug to bulkhead connector. Attach lug under 6-32 screw on contact
sub end. Cover both connections with silicone rubber.
Step 19) Attach contact sub to cable head body (RH thread).
Step 20) Double-check assembly and connections.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Failure Analysis
I. Loss of video display
II. Determining short/open circuit in cable
III. Functions not responding correctly
IV. Lighthead problems
V. Calibration not working correctly
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III. Camera Functions Not Responding Correctly
1. Camera damaged due to flooding/moisture
2. Check connector at cablehead
3. Possible grounding problem
4. Transmitter board
5. Receiver board (inside camera)
IV. Lighthead Problems
1. Check bulb (blown?)
2. Is bulb correct (100W/130V maximum)?
3. Are pins loose/broken?
4. Check for short/open across connector pins
5. Check if “hot” pin is shorted to ground
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ADJUSTING THE DEMODULATOR BOARD
The demodulator board in the control unit has six potentiometers (“pots”) that can
be adjusted by using a plastic screwdriver. Care should be taken when adjusting the pots
as they are easily broken.
Pots One and Two should be adjusted together to gain the best possible picture.
Proper adjustment will minimize video “noise” and provide good color reproduction.
Pots Three and Four should also be adjusted together. Pot Three is video level and
Pot Four is video bias. Adjusting Pot Three will provide the best possible contrast and
adjusting Pot Four will bring the footage numbers to the screen. Adjust them as many
times as is necessary as a single adjustment is seldom enough, initially.
Pot Five is for sync separation. If footage numbers are oscillating horizontally on
the screen, adjust Pot Five and they will stabilize.
Pot Six is for MV test meter calibration and it should not be adjusted.
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WARRANTY INFORMATION
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60 year s o f i n n o v at i o n

WARRANTY

LAVAL UNDERGROUND SURVEYS warrants all products and material
manufactured by it and described herein to be free from defects in workmanship
and materials for a period of one year from date of shipment, with the exceptions of
lights, fuses, connectors, plugs, and the CCD chip.
Any article not manufactured by LAVAL UNDERGROUND SURVEYS and
described herein is sold with only such warranties as are made by the manufacturer
thereof. No other warranties expressed or implied, of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, or otherwise, are made by LAVAL UNDERGROUND
SURVEYS other than those set out in the immediately preceding paragraphs.
All repairs shall be made by LAVAL UNDERGROUND SURVEYS at its factory or
as otherwise authorized by LAVAL UNDERGROUND SURVEYS in writing. All
unauthorized repairs will void warranties.
Warranty is void on any equipment that is abused or mishandled by customer.

1458 NORTH DEARING AVENUE

|

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA USA 93703

TEL: ( 559) 2 51- 1396

|

FAX: ( 559) 251 - 2096

EMAIL: INFO @LAVALUNDERGROUND .COM
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